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About PYTHON CRASH COURSE, 2ND EDITION The second edition of the bestselling Python book in the world. A fast-paced, no-frills programming guide to Python. This book teaches beginners the basics of programming at Python with a focus on real projects. In the first half of the book, you'll learn
about basic programming concepts such as lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean and readable code with exercises for each topic. You'll also learn how to make your software interactive and how to test the code safely before adding it to the project. In the second half of the
book, you'll put your new knowledge into practice with three essential projects: Space Invaders-inspired arcade game, data visualization with Python's super-comfortable library, and a simple web application that you can deploy online. This is the second edition of the bestselling Python book in the world.
Python Crash Course, 2nd edition is a simple introduction to the core of Python programming. Author Eric Matthes does without the kind of tedious, unnecessary information that can get in the way of learning how to program, choosing instead to provide a framework in general programming concepts,
python basics, and problem solving. The three real-world projects in the second part of the book allow readers to apply their knowledge in useful ways. Readers will learn how to create a simple video game, use data visualization techniques to create graphs and diagrams, and create and deploy an
interactive web app. Python Crash Course, 2nd edition teaches beginners the basics of Python quickly, so that they can build hands-on programs and develop powerful programming techniques. Melhores avalies Mais recently Melhores avalia'es Traduzir todas as avalia'es para portugu'as Visualizar



todas as avalia'es This is a resource set for Python Crash Course (2nd O.), an introductory programming book by No Starch Press by Eric Mattes. The easiest way to download the source code of files for the book is to click on the .zip download button below. This allows you to download the source files
for all chapters, as well as a number of data files and images you need for projects. Download .zip View on GitHub If you have any questions about the Python Crash Course, feel free to contact: Email: ehmatthes@gmail.com Twitter: @ehmatthes I'd like to know what you think of Python Crash Course!
Please consider a brief survey. Available from No Starch Press, Amazon and Noble Barnes. You can also find the Python Crash Course in person at Barnes and Noble bookstores and other excellent booksellers around the world. PART II: Project 1: Alien Invasion Chapter 12: The Ship That Shoots
Bullets Chapter 13: Aliens! Chapter 14: Project Assessment 2: Data Visualization Chapter 15: Data Creation Chapter 16: Data Download Chapter 17: Working with API Project 3: Web Applications Chapter 18: Getting Started with Django Chapter 19: Accounts Chapter 20: 20: and the deployment of App
Afterword App A: Installing Python Appendix B: Text Editors Appendix C: Getting Help App D: Using Git to Manage Versions View Detailed Content Table View Index Recommended in The Book I Programmer Watch. The staff chooses in any new books. Python Crash Course selected as one of the best
books for learning Python from Real Python With Patient and Experienced Teaching Style, as well as a combination of careful language training and a plethora of illustrative code samples, Python Crash Course is a terrific way to start learning computer programming in general and the Python language in
particular. -Michael J. Ross, web developer and former slashdot contributor. It has been interesting to see over the past few years, there is no starch Press that produces this book, cultivating and producing future classics that should be along with more traditional O'Reilly Press programming books.
Python Crash Course is one of these books. -Greg Laden, ScienceBlogs All of these projects are well thought out and presented in such a way that studying the subject and implementing it is a much more enjoyable pastime rather than a burdensome task that needs to be completed. Eric took the time to
deal with some rather complex projects and lay them out in a consistent, logical and enjoyable manner that draws the reader into a theme willingly that unfortunately many authors are unable to do. - The full circle of the magazine Book is well presented with good explanations of the code fragments. It
works with you, one little step at a time, building more complex code, explaining what happens all the way. -FlickThrough Reviews Training Python with Python Crash Course was an extremely positive experience! A great choice if you're new to Python. -Mikk goes coding While Python Crash Course uses
Python to teach you code, it also teaches clean programming skills that apply to most other languages. - Great Lakes Geek Geek python crash course book pdf free download
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